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1. Solve any four:- [20]

(a) State the condi~ions which are required to be satisfied by function f(t) for Fourier series to

exist.

(b) Define ESD~nd PSD. What is the relation of ESDand PSD with autocorrelation?

(c) Calculate average power of the given signal

x(t) = 3C05(Swot)

of sine function. It) [10

-- . < . •- I'

2. (a)Derive the relation between Fourier Transform and Laplace Transform. Find the inverse

Laplace T.ransform of the following signal, [lOJ
XeS) = 25 + 4/ 52+45+3 for all possible ROCs.

(b) For the following signal, Show that the Fourier transform of periodic Gate function is a form

~

l-

3. (a) Convolve the following ~igiials:
'£.c.-t)



y"(t) = 4y'(t) - yet) + 4x'(t) + 2 x(t)
Determine impulse response and-state variable model of the system.

(b) State initial and Final value theorem of Laplace transform. Also find initial and final value

2(s2+1)
X(s) - ---- [10]

s(s+2)(s+5)

5. (a) Find the autocorrelation, PSD, and power of the following signal;

X(t) = 6Sin2t

(b) Find the exponential Fourier series'expansion of the following signal,
. ~-6) _ .

-2- -, 0 \ 2- 3 t
6. (a) State variable model of the system is given as follows, [12]

[ xloCt) J =
~~

lJ lX1Ct)J r0 J-3 xZ(t) + 1 · r(t)xZe(t)

[Y1Ct)} = L~oJ lX1Ct)] and X(O)T =[1 1JyZ (t) 1 xZ(t)

Determine response of the system to unit step input.

(b)· Find the Laplace transform of [8]

A -' - - - - -- - - - - -

7. Write short notes on the following:

(a) Rayleigh's energy theorem

(b) State transition matrix

(c) Energy signals Vs Power signals

(d) Random processes
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N.B.:
1. Question No. lis compulsory .

.2. Out of remaining questions, attempt any four questions.
3. In all five questions to be attempted.
4. All questions carry equal marks.
5. Answer to each new question to.be started on a fre~h page.
6. Figures;n bracl<etson tne right hand side indicate full marks.

B) Write a program in 8085 to convert a 8 bit biliary number stored at lOOOH into
equivalent gray number. Store the gray number at the same location. (5)

D) Explain follOWing assembler directives of ASM51
1. OBIT ..2. OS 3. Extrn 4. Public

Q2. A) Interface 8155 with 8085 in simple I/O mode. Generate triangular waveform using DAC.
0808; The output volatage should swing between 0-5V (10)

Q3. A) Write a program in 8085 to generate a square wave.of 100 Hz frequency on the SODpin.
Assume 1 MHz operating frequency (10)

B) Explain block diagram of 8155 with control word format and data transfer between 8085
and 8155 in handshaking mode (10)

us. A) Explain how805finterrupt structure allows single step execution alSoexplain
Implementation of single step operation (10)

B) Explain following p1nsand Instructions of 8051
1.EA 2. PSEN 3. SWAP 4. OM

(10)

(10)



C) Design 8031 based an intrusion warning system using interrupts that sounds a 400 Hz
tone forI second (using a loudspeaker connected to P1.7) whenever a door sensor
connected to (INTO bar) makes a high to low transition. (10)
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N. B.: (1) Question NO.1 is compulsory.
(2) Attempt any four from remaining six questions.
(3) Assume sUitab,le data wherever necessary.

1. (a) A uniform sheet charge with Ps = (~7t)n %2 is located at z = 5 m and 5

a uniform line charge with PI = (_2%) n% at z = -3 m, y = 3 m. Find E

at (x,-1,O) m.

(b) Given H =H eJ(wt + pz) a, in free space find E.
m • x

(c) What is impedence matching in transmission lines.
(d) Derive wave equations for time harmonic fields.

2. (a) What was the inconsistancyin Ampere's Law; and how was it resolved in Maxwell 10
equation? Write Maxwell equation in integral and differential form.

(b). What is uniform plane wave? Derive intrinsic impedence. A uniform plane wave 10
at frequency of 300 MHz travels in vacuum along +y direction. The electr1cfield
of the wave at some instant is given by E = 3x + 5z. Find the phase constant
of the wave and also the vector magnetic field.

3. (a) What is polarisation of electro magnetic wave ? Explain Linear, Circular and 10
Elliptical polarization in detail.

(b) Explain reflection and refraction of waves at dielectric interface. 10

4. (a) A transmission line has primary constants R = 0'1/Q/m, G = 0'01 U/m 10
L = 0'01 IlH/m, C= 100 pF/m. Find characteristic impedence. In this
transmission line there are two waves travelling in opposite directions. At
x = 0 and t = 0 th~ phase of the forward wave is zero and its amplitude is

2 V, where as the phase of backward wave is % and its amplitude is 0'5 V.

(i) What is the instantaneous current and voltage at x = 50 cm and
t = 1 n sec ?

(ii) What is the peak voltage and current at x = 1 m.
(b)' Show that a linear polarization can be generated by two circularlypol,arized 10

waves. Explain how a linearly polarized wave with tilt angle of % can be

generated by two circularly polarized waves.
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5. (a) Explain power flow due to time varying fields. Derive Poynting vector. 10
(b) Explain impedence matching in detail. 10

6. (a) A plain wa~e travelling in the +z direction in free space (z < 0) is normally incid~nt 10
at?- = 0 on a conductor (z > 0) for which 0' = 61·1 Mslm, J.lr= 1. The free space
E wave has a frequency f = 1'5 MHz and an amplitude of 1'0 VIm. At t~e interface
it is given by

E = (0, t) = 1'0 sin 2 ft by ay VIm.
find H(z, t) -for z > O.

(b) A high frequency 50 n loss less line is 141'6 cm long with a relative dielectric 10
constant Er = 2'49 at 500 MHz the input impedence of the terminated line
is measured as lin = (20 + j 25)0' Use Smith chart to find the value of
terminating load.
After the impedence measurement an 8 pF lossless capacitor is connected in
parallel with the line at a distance of 8'5 cm from the load. Find the VSWR on
the main line.

7. (a) Explain Electromagnetic interference and its effects.
(b) In a mediu~ characterised by

0' = 0, J.l= J.loand EO

E = 20 sin (108 t - P z) a y %
Find p and H.
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.N.B.: (1) Question No.1 is compulsory.
(2) Attempt any four questions out of remaining questions.
(3) Assume suitable data if necessary.
(4) Illustrate answers with neat sketches wherever required.
(5) Figures to.the right indicate full marks.

1. Attempt any four of the following :- 20
(a) Compare the transconductance and trans resistance amplifier circuit.
(b) Explain the important characteristics and limitations of comparator circuits

using Op:-Amp.
(c) Design a current source using IC 7805 that will deliver a 0·25 A current to

the 48 n, 10 w load.
(d) Explain the operation of Schmitt trigger using timer IC.
(e) Why is an inverted R-2R ladder network DAC better than R-2R ladder DAC.

2. (a) Derive an expression for voltage shunt feedback amplifier using LM 741. 10
If the same circuit is driven by a ± 10V peak to peak triangular wave. If input resistor
R1 = 10 Kn, feedback resistor R, = 20 Kn and supply voltages = ± 15V sketch
the precise waveforms at (i) input (ii) output (iii) at inverting i/p.

(b) Draw the block diagram of Instrumentation amplifier. Design digitally programable 10
IA having an overall gain of 1V/V, 10V/V and 100V/V.

Also state its applications.

3. (a) What is S. R. What are causes of S. R. 10
(i) If an Op-Amp has SR of 2 V/'tlsec.What is the max. frequency of an output

sinusoid of 5 V peak value at which distortion sets in due to the S. R.
limitation ?

(ii) If the sinusoid of 10 V peak is specified what is the full power B. W.
(b) Derive an expression for basic integrator circuit. If R1CF = 1sec and input is 2 V dc 10

then draw the output voltage wave form by considering an Op-Amp is initially
nulled. What is the necessity of lossy integrator circuit?

4. (a) Design unity gain KRC low pass filter with fo = 10KHz and Q = 2. 10
(b) Compare inverting mode and non-inverting mode state variable filters. 10

5. (a) Draw and explain the astable multivibrator circuit using functional block dig. of 10
SE555. And design the same for a frequency of 1 KHz and duty cyCle of 70%
using Pin dig. use c = 0·1 flF

(b) Explain the operation of Weinbridge oscillator circuit using Op-Amp. Derive an 10
expression for its output frequency.

6. (a) State the important features and applications of LM 723. 10
(b) State the important specifications of ADC. Explain the logic diagram of dual slope 10

ADC in detail.



7. Write short notes on the following :-
(a) Monolithic PLL
(b) Regenerative Comparator
(c) PreciSion rectifiers
(d) Sample and Hold amplifier.



N.S.: (1) Question NO.1 is compulsory.
(2) Attempt any four questions out of remaining.
(3) Assume suitable data wherever required and justify it.

1. (a) Define error control coding. Explain the code rate, code efficiency and Hamming distance. 20
(b) Write a note on PN sequence generator.
(c) cExplaiFlphase continuity is maintained inMSK signal.
(d) Define Entropy and redundancy.

2. (a), ,A three digit message is transmitted over a noisy channel having a probability of error 5

2
p(E) = 5" per digit, find out the corresponding PDF and CDF.

(b)' State and explainShanon Heartly theorem. Also explain bandwidth-SIN trade-off. 7
(c) For binary sequence 01001111 draw waveform for .:- 8

(i) NRZ (bipolar)' (ii) BPSK (iii) QPSK.

3. (a) Explain ISI and OSI. What causes them? Explain how they can be overcome. Also 10
explain eye-digram.

(b) Differentiate between ::- 10
(i) QASK and QPSK
(ii) BPSK and BFSK
(iii) Coherent and non-coherent detection.

4. (a) The generator polynomial of (7, 4) cyclic code is X3 + X + 1. 10
(i) Sketch an encoder for same.
(ii) .Construct the generator Matrix for systematic cyclic code and find the codeward

used for message { 1 1 0 1(LSB) } using the generator Matrix.
(iii) Verify the result using division method.

(b) What is duo-binary encoding? Explain with neat diagram.· How the duo-binary encoding 10
reduces the bandwidth requirement?

5. (a). Derive an expression for error probabilityof Matched filter. 10
(b) Explain with neat diagram, direct sequence spread Spectrum TeChnique. What is the 10

processing gain and Jamming Margin<?

6. (a) Explain the Nyquist criteria fordistortionless baseband transmission. 10
(b) Draw blnck diagram of generator of DPSK and also explain how data is recovered from 10

DPSK signal. .

7. Write ashort note on any four :-.
(a) Centerallimit theorem
(b) Viterbi algorithm
(c) Offset and non-offset QPSK
(d) Line code
(e) Compare MPSK and MFSK.


